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Joint Operations: Combined Arms Gold is a team-based, action-packed first-person shooter where players battle it out to prove who has the deadliest strike force! The forces of good face off against the forces of evil as players fight through enemy territory in search of supplies, intel, and weapons. Experience the most realistic, large scale, class based multiplayer
combat ever made with Joint Operations: Combined Arms Gold. The waters of the Pacific Ocean are about to erupt as the Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA) launches the deadliest of its recent attacks against the United States. An orbital facility above the Earth's surface has been hit by a deadly neutron bomb and the entire Pacific has become a nuclear

wasteland. The U.S. Government has been forced to step up its counterinsurgency efforts in the foreign sphere as the Chinese reclaim their traditional influence in the world. The U.S. Navy and Marine Corps are tasked with conducting an amphibious invasion of China's heavily-defended territory in an effort to prevent the PLA from gaining a foothold on the world's
largest continent. But as much as the United States wishes to end the conflict that has erupted between their forces and the PLA, the Chinese are no less eager for a fight. The Chinese forces have also marshaled for a counterattack that could throw the United States into a second nuclear winter and threaten the very future of civilization. The United States and

China are now both fighting for control of the Pacific. As tensions rise, the final battle may very well end the human race. About This Game Joint Operations: Escalation is a multiplayer action game of attrition and conquest. Players are thrust into a science-fantasy struggle as the Allied Forces battle against the land-and sea-based Mutants.The Mutants are driven by
a powerful lust for death and destruction, and their hatred for mankind leads them to attempt to destroy anything in their way. As the Allied Forces, players must master a variety of military vehicles to outfight the Mutants and survive. Joint Operations: Escalation offers a wide array of vehicles and configurations to choose from, including tanks, APCs, helicopters,

assault boats, and submarines. As players advance through the campaign of Joint Operations: Escalation, they will gain experience in increasingly tough matches, and earn increasingly-powerful vehicles and equipment. Players can also unlock additional equipment and upgrades to customize their vehicles and equipment for a total of 16 unique weapon
configurations. Joint Operations: Escalation takes place in the future

Features Key:
A fabulous soundtrack

High Quality voice acting
Realistic 3D environments

Assists throughout
Story-driven campaign
Includes unlockables
Rated E for Everyone

Deathmatch
Online leaderboards

ABOUT THE GAME

A kingdom of myth and mystery haunts a dead forest in a forgotten world. Chasing after enemy hideouts through creepy mangroves and gas-shrouded swamps, you will face all types of deadly foes, from giant ants and alien frogs, to mutant hydras, abominable insects and bizarre mutant creatures. Detonate a homemade bomb, fire a powerful ray gun, hide in a maze and
crush your enemies from the inside. Wear an owl mask or a ranger's shell to use special abilities. Play this unforgiving platform shooting game full of action and unpredictable surprises.

Features [suggested browser] 5-7 Pc Multiplayer

DirectX Version

Region FREE!

Rated E for Everyone!

Discount for 2+ players
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